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WELCOMING OUR NEW STUDENTS
IMA STUDENTS BIRTHDAYS IN MAY
Maksym Borovilos, Syuzi Gyunashyan, Jackson Zhu, Brayden Watts
Felix Yu, Cameron Miller, Sienna Spataro, Kyla Thompson, Reese
Bi, Elvis Pan, Aashwin Aravinthan, Jashua Alban, Ava Pascual,
Katherine Li, Catherine Yu, Janessa Puyo, Avni Prabhu, Jonathan Yu
Sing Wong, Kevin Guo
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The gift card is available for any amount. As cards are
personalized with the name of the person who will receive it as
well as with the name of the person who purchase it, requests
have to be made 1 day in advance. Cards can be ordered in
person, by phone at 905.489.4620 or by e-mail at
info@InternationalMusicAcademy.ca. At the time the card is
ordered, a non-refundable $5 deposit is required. The full value
of the card is paid upon pick-up (and the deposit is credited
towards the purchase price). Payments can be made by any
major credit card, cheque or cash as well as through the accounts
of the IMA Clients.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
IMPORTANT DAYS IN MAY
May 16. Registration deadline for the International Music Festival
and Competition. Visit InterMusic.ca for more information.
May 17. Victoria Day. IMA online lessons take place as scheduled.
May 29. Kindred Spirits Orchestra presents: Melodies of emotion.
Live-streamed from the Richmond Hill Centre. KSOrchestra.ca

NEWS
GET 3 FREE LESSONS WITH THE PURCHASE OF A PIANO
If you are ready to purchase a high quality pre-own piano through
one of the IMA partners, 3 of your lessons at the IMA will be free.
Call or email our Office for more information. Pre-own piano is a
great investment that comes at an attractive price, with a free
tuning and delivery.

PERSONALIZED IMA GIFT CARD
The IMA offers personalized Gift
Cards that could be used as
thoughtful birthday, holiday,
bar/bat Mitzvah, graduation gift
or for any other occasions as well
as to encourage someone to start
learning a musical instrument or
singing. The card can be used for any products or services.

GET A $30 CREDIT ON YOUR NEXT MONTH TUITION
We have been very pleased with the continued success of our
students. They have improved a great deal and we share their
excitement with their families, friends, neighbors, and

schoolmates. We appreciate your interest towards our programs
and services. We are always very happy to welcome new students
of all ages, levels, and instruments to the iMA. Please tell your
friends about your experience with the International Music
Academy.
Do you know someone who is thinking of taking music lessons or
who has children who may be interested in getting their hands on
a musical instrument or singing? Do you know a teenager who
needs a high school OAC credit? Do you know an adult who has
wanted for a long time to learn how to play a musical instrument
but has never had the time or inclination? Please tell them about
the IMA.
As an appreciation for your referral, we will give you a $30 credit
for each new student who registers at the International Music
Academy as a result of your referral.

FOLLOW US ON
Stay in touch and follow the IMA latest news on Facebook. Visit
https://www.facebook.com/International-Music-Academy1944567629154903 and become a friend of the International
Music Academy.

COMPOSERS’ ANNIVERSARIES IN MAY
01/05/1904
07/05/1833
07/05/1840
12/05/1845
12/05/1884
15/05/1567
17/05/1866
18/05/1909
18/05/1911
19/05/1954
22/05/1813
25/05/1934
27/05/1840
29/05/1860
31/05/1809

Dvorak died
Brahms born
Tchaikovsky born
Faure born
Smetana died
Monteverdi born
Satie born
Albeniz died
Mahler died
Ives died
Wagner born
Holst died
Paganini died
Albeniz born
Haydn died

Where you born or do you know someone who was born on the
same day as these famous composers? Drop us e-mail at
info@InternationalMusicAcademy.ca to let us know.

FEATURED TEACHER OF THE MONTH

Leonid Sprikut, Ph.D., M.Mus., B.Mus.
Woodwinds and Brass, Music history and Theory
Mr. Sprikut holds a MMus in
Music Education from the
University of Toronto, as well
as Master of Music in
Performance Diploma cum
laude from the Moscow P.
Tchaikovsky State
Conservatory, and a Bachelor
of Music in Performance
Diploma cum laude from
Moscow State Conservatory
Music College. He also holds a
Bachelor Degree in Wind Ensemble Conducting from Moscow
State Conservatory Music College. As a professional clarinetist
and saxophonist Mr. Sprikut has been affiliated with many
symphony and chamber orchestras around the world, such as
Moscow State Ministry of Education Symphony Orchestra
(Principal Clarinet), Moscow State Academy of Music Opera

Theatre (Principal Clarinet), New Jerusalem Symphony
(Principal Clarinet), Israeli Operetta Theatre (Principal
Clarinet), and was a member of a Moscow State Conservatory
Woodwind Quintet.
As a soloist, Mr. Sprikut performed in Russia, Israel , USA ,
Canada , and has taken part in various International Music
Festivals, such as International Klezmer Music Festival in Zfat ,
Israel. Among his teachers were the internationally renowned
Vladimir Sokolov (Principal Clarinet for The Moscow State
Symphony Orchestra and Professor of Clarinet at the Moscow
State Conservatory) and Dr. Scott Bridges (Professor of Music
and Clarinet at the Alabama University School of Music). Mr.
Sprikut started teaching in the early 1980’s, while a student at
the Moscow State Conservatory and was one of the founders
and first teachers at the Special Music School for Woodwind
Instruments in Moscow, Russia. Later, in Israel he worked as a
teacher for a Music Project of the Municipality of Jerusalem
and was a Music Director of The Youth Jerusalem Wind
Orchestra, where his duties included selection of repertoire for
the Orchestra, auditions, public relations, and foreign tours. He
has taught wind instruments, piano, and music theory
privately and in groups at his studio, at varous schools and at
the Music College. Mr. Sprikut has been affiliated with iMA
since 2006. He is experienced and successful in teaching
students at different levels and ages from 7 to 70. Mr. Sprikut
is also the conductor of the iMA Jazz ensemble, which
successfully performed at the IMA summer music Festival in
2009. His students constantly win local and international music
competitions, hold principal positions in students’ and
professional bands and symphony orchestras, and participate
in a variety of musical activities in Canada and abroad.
Mr. Sprikut gives master classes and adjudicates music
competitions and festivals in Israel , Russia and Canada. He is a
member of Ontario Music Teachers Network and a Teaching
Assistant in the instrumental class at the University of Toronto.
Currently, Mr. Sprikut is a PhD Candidate at the University of
Toronto where his research interests include music pedagogy
and culture. His research papers were accepted and presented
at several international conferences, such as 2010
international Conference in Multidisciplinary Research in
Music Pedagogy at the University of Ottawa, Canada, and the
ISME World Conference 2010 in Beijing, China. Mr. Sprikut
possesses strong knowledge and excellent skills for teaching
the classical style, as well as the jazz, folk, and music of
modern composers. Determined to bring out the best of his
students, Mr. Sprikut is one of the most highly recommended
teachers in the GTA. He has been teaching wind instruments,
piano, and music theory for over 25 years. Mr. Sprikut is a
registered teacher with the Royal Conservatory of Music
(RCME 60140) and is fluent in English, Hebrew, Russian.
Mr. Sprikut was happy to answer a few questions for our
students and parents:
1.What do you like most about teaching? There are two
statements that serve as a point of reference and a guiding
principle for me as a music educator. The first is made by a

famous Russian educator Vasily Sukhomlinsky: “Music
education does not mean educating a musician-it means first
of all educating a human being”. The second is the following
passage from the “Upanishads”, one of the most important set
of texts in Hindu scriptures: “Give your best in learning and
teaching. Give with faith. Give with love. Give with joy”. These
statements, in my opinion, capture the very essence of a
concept of music teaching as a complicated, multi-faceted
enterprise. As an educator, I teach the whole person; as a
teacher, I love and enjoy what I do. The choice of these two
statements is not accidental. As a performer and music
educator, I consider myself fortunate to be able to travel and
work in different parts of the world, gain knowledge of
different cultures, learn several languages, study with great
teachers and teach great students. I’m really passionate about
teaching. While teaching requires a lot of creativity and
imagination, it also involves analytical skills, as well as the
ability to be flexible, thoughtful, patient, and understanding.
At the same time, a teacher has to be determined and
persistent. Many of our students at IMA are complete
beginners, and one of the best aspects of my job as a teacher
is the opportunity to help my students develop not only
technical skills but also deeper, stronger and long-lasting
relationship with music, the ability to understand and
appreciate it.
2. How do you inspire students to practice more? As a teacher
I always strive to build strong relationships and establish a
sense of cooperation with my students and their parents. It is
very important to let the students know and feel that their
work is essential and vital for the collaborative process. It is
also important for me to let my students feel that I trust them,
that I’m always ready to help, and we always work together
and rely on each other. As a music educator who had a chance
to work in different cultural and social environments, I always
strive for a greater flexibility of my teaching approach,
employing a variety of methods with a “dialogue” as a key
aspect of my concept of teaching. My responsibility as a
teacher is to create a safe, constructive, and dynamic learning
environment in which my students ‘efforts, hard work and
willingness to study are deeply appreciated and supported. My
task is to encourage them to participate actively in the learning
process. I am constantly searching for better, more efficient
ways to approach my students, to involve them into this
process, and to arouse and maintain their intellectual curiosity.
3. What roles does performance play in student’s
development? As a musician and music educator I realize that
performance is an essential part of the music education
process. I strongly believe that being able to perform is
important for anyone who plays and studies music. It helps the
students become more mature, and develop self-confidence,
self-discipline, organization skills and sense of responsibility.
On the other hand, however, as teachers, we also have to be
flexible, and realize that different students have different
learning styles, different approaches to study, and different
learning pace. Therefore, one of our most important goals
should be to help them develop greater degree of confidence

by providing them with constant support, positive
reinforcement and encouragement.
4. Who are your favourite composers? My favourite composer
is Dmitri Shostakovich. I admire not only his creative
imagination but also his determination, strong will and ability
to overcome unimaginable political, social and cultural
obstacles and hardships to become one of the most important
and original composers of the 20th century. He managed to
express in his music the feelings, state of mind, and emotions
of the modern human being. His ground- breaking musical
compositions and innovative musical language inspire and
influence generations of the contemporary composers.
5. What was the last piece of music (sheet music or a
recording) you purchased for yourself? Just recently I have
bought a couple of recordings by Charlie Parker, who is one of
my favourite saxophone players. However, most of the
recordings and sheet music that I purchase are for my
students, as I always strive to make the learning process more
creative and interesting for them.

FEATURED STUDENT OF THE MONTH

Francesco Caruso
• What instrument do you play? I play
the acoustic guitar.
• How long have you taken
lessons? have been playing for around
2 and a half years and I feel I am
making decent progress.
• Who are your favourite musical
artists? Some of my favorite music
artists are Drake, Dababy, The
Weeknd, Bob Marley, and Michael Jackson.
• What are your other hobbies, besides music? Some of the
things I enjoy, other than guitar, are playing video games, hanging
out with my friends, playing sports, fishing and dirt biking.
• Favourite food? My favourite food are pretty much anything
meat, fish, and seafood.
• What is the coolest thing you’ve learnt in your lessons in the
past three months? The coolest thing I have learned recently was
new chords that I can use to play more songs.
• Do you have any performance coming up? I do not have any
performances coming up because I just focus on playing guitar for
fun.
E-mail to info@InternationalMusicAcademy.ca a photo of yourself
(or your child) together with the answers of the questions above.

The deadline for submissions is the 15th of every month. We will
feature you in one of the next issues of the newsletter.

FEATURED ARTICLE

8 Reasons Why Concerts Will Be Back
After the COVID-19 Pandemic
By Alyssa Mertes } The Rolling Stones Magazine
The Coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic has literally brought new
definition to the phrase “The day the music died.” Originally sung
by Don McLean in the song “American Pie,” that lyric accurately
describes life in the times of this pandemic. Live music has
tragically died while we’re social distancing.
But to quote another lyric by the Village People, “you can’t stop
the music, nobody can stop the music.” After the COVID-19 crisis is
behind us, you best believe concerts and music festivals will be
alive and well. People are going to want an outlet from all the
stress and isolation they’ve felt these last few weeks, and music is
the perfect opportunity to dance, sing, and overall, feel a calming
sense of release.
Here’s why concerts will return even with social distancing:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Benefit concerts will raise money toward COVID-19 relief
Over half the population likes to see music live
Touring is a billion-dollar industry
Millennials love music festivals and will keep on attending
them
Streaming will change the way we see concerts
People work in the music industry and need jobs
Drive-in concerts are becoming popular
Merch is going to be more popular than ever

#1: Benefit Concerts Will Raise Money

The world will be a mess even after the shelter-at-home is lifted,
which means we can use every penny possible now and in the
future toward relief efforts. Benefit concerts can be an insanely
powerful way to raise those funds!
Lady Gaga is the first to get the train rolling with “One World
Together at Home,” a benefit show that fill also feature Lizzo, Billie
Eilish, Elton John, Paul McCartney, and Stevie Wonder. The daring
pop artist has already raised $35 million for the World
Health Organization, and is planning to raise even more through
this concert.
Aside from benefit concerts, many non-profits are working with
musicians to raise funds. PLUS1, which is an organization started
by the band Arcade Fire, is donating $1 from each of the concert
tickets they sell and putting it in a COVD-19 relief fund.
The more of these concerts and ticket sales there are, the closer
we’ll be to fixing the damage caused by COVID-19. As a result, we
can expect to see even more benefit shows and concerts in the
near future.

#2: Over Half the Population Likes Live Music

Music tours gross an annual revenue of about $5.55 billion
worldwide. That’s close to the same amount earned by top brands
like McDonald’s. Anything that generates that much money isn’t
going anywhere any time soon.
Some artists have had their tours impacted by COVID-19, such as
Pearl Jam, who is still planning on honoring the original tickets
bought by their fans, and Madonna who had to cancel her tour in
Paris and is refunding any tickets that were sold.
Still, it’s not all doom and gloom. Once the floodgates open, you’ll
likely see venues and concert halls rushing to fill up their stages.
They’re going to need to make the money they lost while the
world was on lockdown, which means rescheduled tour dates and
even more tours announced for next year.

#4: Millennials Love Music Festivals

Benefit concerts are popular because people really like hearing
music live. In a 2018 Nielsen report, it was found that 52% of the
U.S. population attends some sort of live music event every year.
COVID-19 limits our ability to get out and go to concerts, but that
isn’t going to be the case forever. As soon as it’s possible, people
will be on their way to shows once again! They’ll be even more
excited to bond with people in the mosh pits, or give someone a
high five in the crowd. Be sure to keep the sanitizer nearby…just in
case.

#3: Touring is a Billion Dollar Industry
Your average millennial loves going to music festivals, from
Lollapalooza to Electric Forest to everything in between. In
fact, 84% of people ages 18 to 40 attend music festivals as a way
to escape everyday life.

Who isn’t going to want some kind of escape from their thoughts
and feelings about COVID-19? So far this year, South by
Southwest, Coachella, and Bonnaroo are a few that have been
cancelled or delayed due to COVID-19, but things will pick up again
soon.
Think about Woodstock during the Vietnam War, and the freedom
it gave people during that crisis. Many festivals in the modern era
are going to offer that same level of catharsis for attendees,
meaning festivals will be alive and well after social distancing is
behind us.

#5: Streaming Will Change Concerts

Spotify
Spotify is doing their part to support live music through their
COVID-19 Music Relief Project. They’ll match donations made to
their page to keep the music alive and well.

Netflix is one of the first streaming platforms to offer live music to
viewers. When you’re all caught up on Tiger King, you might want
to check out Beyonce’s Homecoming, which had 1.1 million U.S.
viewers on its premiere date, or Springsteen on Broadway, which
had 130 million subscribers tune in to watch.

The Recording Academy
The Recording Academy established a $2 million COVID-19 relief
fund that grants qualifying music-industry employees up to $1,000
to cover basic living expenses.

COVID-19 and social distancing are the perfect reasons to bring
live music to your TV. This is a trend that’s likely to continue
since 56% of 13 to 37-year-olds are interested in watching livestreamed concerts when they can’t attend in person.

#6: People Work in the Music Industry
Let’s look at things from the other side of the stage curtain. While
we love going to concerts, there are many musicians, stage
managers, sound engineers, roadies, promoters, and other people
who have a career in music. Without live concerts, many of them
will be out of work.
Many organizations in each state and nationwide have already
started working to get artists the funds they need due to COVID19. This includes such big names as:

Live Nation
Live Nation has donated $5 million to a COVID-19 fund specifically
for music professionals. This includes songwriters, composers,
singers, dancers, and any other person in the industry who’s not
working during the crisis.

#8: Merch is Going to Be More Popular Than Ever

Universal Music Group
Universal Music Group, a large music company in California, has
created a multi-million dollar fund that goes toward musicians
who can’t make a living during the COVID-19 quarantine.
After the pandemic slows down, you’ll have upwards of millions of
people who work in music that will still need employment.
Concerts are one of the biggest avenues for them to make an
income.
*Disclaimer: The logos featured above are the respective property
of the companies and are not licensed for commercial use.

#7: Drive-In Concerts Will Be a Thing

People are always going to love and support their favorite singers
and artists. It’s likely that when the concerts are back on, sales at
the merch tents are going to go through the roof!
Everyone’s going to be happy to be there and no longer
quarantined at home. They’ll want some kind of souvenir to
celebrate the occasion.
Not to mention, buying band merch like t-shirts and hats is
another way you can support musicians right now during the
COVID-19 crisis. Take a look at Bandcamp, a music company that
helps artists sell their music. In March 2020, they earned $4.3
million from a campaign promoting their custom merch while
we’re on lockdown.
Then there’s Jared Leto, actor and frontman of the band 30
Seconds to Mars. You can follow him on Twitter with
#JaredLetoCinemaClub and buy exclusive merch like “May the
Forced Quarantine Be With You” t-shirts. 100% of the proceeds
are going to Partners in Health, a non-profit healthcare company
that’s working to find treatments for COVID-19.
If that’s not proof of the power of merch, consider the fact that a
few local venues have started selling custom t-shirts and custom
beer koozies to help their organizations stay afloat. The
Bottleneck, The Granada, and Liberty Hall in Kansas are just a few
popular concert halls that are using this strategy.

Drive-in concerts are already popping up all over the country! This
makes it easier to practice social distancing at concerts, which
means fans can still listen to their favorite bands live and share the
experience with other people who love the music.
According to Billboard Magazine, country superstar Keith Urban
was the first to jump on the trend, but he’s certainly not the last.
The Avett Brothers, Blake Shelton, Brad Paisley, Los Lobos, and
Garth Brooks are all planning on jamming on stage while you sit
behind the wheel.

Concert swag and other music merch will help raise even more
funds for COVID-19 relief efforts. Who knows how many artists will
donate proceeds in the future?

Final Thoughts
The music industry, like many others, has been in a state of
turmoil lately due to COVID-19 and social distancing. Based on the

numbers and evidence, though, it’s safe to say that’s only a
temporary situation.
Music has been around for millions of years, with our ancient
ancestors putting on live “concerts” with rocks and wind. There’s
nothing that will stop those guitars from strumming, those singers
from singing, and those horns from blowing!
To comment on this story or anything else you have read in the
Newsletter, head over to the IMA Facebook page or message us on
Twitter.

International Music Academy

GIFT CERTIFICATE
for new students only
1 offer per family

ONE FREE LESSON
Call the IMA Office at
905.489.4620 (Markham) or
905.640.6363 (Stouffville)
to schedule your first lesson.

Once scheduled, the lesson cannot be rescheduled. Cannot be
combined with any other offer. No refunds, no exchanges.

Music is sooooooooo beautiful!

Register for lessons by
May 31, 2021 and receive

$50 off

New students only. 1 offer per family
Cannot be combined with any other offer.

REFER A NEW STUDENT and
GET ONE FREE LESSON!
When you refer a new student to the IMA, who
registers for lesson, you will get one free lesson for
every new student. So, if you refer the IMA to 2 new
students, we will give you 2 free lessons; for 3 new
students – 3 free lessons etc. Fill in the coupon
below and leave it with the IMA Office
administrator.
Your name: ______________________________
Name of the new student: __________________
You can print or photocopy this coupon as many times as you need.
Cannot be combined with any other offer.

